
This is the measurement method 
for

Activate the MEGA ISQ II by picking it up then place 
a barrier sleeve over the instrument. 

The instrument will start-up and be ready for
measurement in the BL (Buccal – Lingual) direction.

Attach a new SmartPeg to the implant or abutment
by screwing the SmartPeg Mount using finger force
of approximately 4-6 Ncm.

Hold the instrument tip close (3-5mm) to the top of
the SmartPeg without touching it. A sound indicates 
when measurement has started and the value will be 
shown in the upper display combined with a colored 
light indication below the instrument tip.

Bring the instrument out of the mouth to clearly
read the ISQ value and the colored indication. The
measured ISQ values will be displayed in the upper
display for a couple of seconds and then switch
to indicate ready for measurement in mesial-distal
direction.

Osstell Beacon | How to measure

Activate the Osstell Beacon by picking it up then 
place a barrier sleeve over the instrument. 

The instrument will start-up and be ready for 
measurement in the BL (Buccal – Lingual) direction.
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Attach the SmartPeg to the implant or abutment by 
screwing the SmartPeg Mount using finger force of 
approximately 4-6 Ncm. 

2

Hold the instrument tip close (3-5mm) to the top of the SmartPeg without touching it. A sound indicates 
when measurement has started and the value will be shown in the upper display combined with a colored 
light indication below the instrument tip. 

Bring the instrument out of the mouth to clearly read the ISQ value and the colored indication. The measured 
ISQ values will be displayed in the upper display for a couple of seconds and then switch to indicate ready 
for measurement in mesial-distal direction.
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Design sofisticato

Ottima portabilità (tascabile)

Semplice utilizzo (wireless)

Massimo comfort 
www.megagenitalia.it
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Meet the evolved
for confidence in dental implant loading decisions.

The color light change according to the ISQ value1.

The display shows values measured in 
BL ( Buccal-Ligual ) and MD ( Mesial-Distal ) directions.

2.

3. Record and compare measurements from BL and MD.
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La tecnologia originale da Osstell

per scegliere con fiducia il momento giusto

Il colore della luce cambia in base al valore ISQ

Il display mostra i valori misurati nelle direzioni 
BL (Buccale-Linguale) e MD (Mesio-Distale).

Registra e confronta le misurazioni da BL e MD.

Meet the evolved
for confidence in dental implant loading decisions.
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Sophisticated design

Excellent portability (Pocket Size )

Convenient usability (Wireless)

Strong durability

www.imegagen.com

Save the life with the traffic signal

Safe device for implant treatments



Essential choice for your 
satisfaction implant loading

Optimal Loading Decision

Quality Assurance

Comfortable, Fast, Easy

Early warnings-Preventing Failure

Perfect Matching

Stability Development in Different Bone Quality
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Low stability 60 70 High stability

The MEGA ISQ II System makes easier for dentists to 
decide when is the optimal time to load implants. It’s the 
ideal substitute for tactile assessment. The decision will
always be complicated. Several key clinical parameters and 
risk factors are involved, which most of them are related 
to the stability of the implant. Accurate measurements 
of implant stability therefore provide valuable diagnostic 
insight that helps ensure successful treatments.

Because MEGA ISQ II helps the dentist to decide when to 
load and avoid failure in high-risk situations, it becomes 
a quality-assurance system for the clinic. Most patients 
intuitively understand the stability measures and how they
govern when to load an implant and when to wait. This 
increases their sense of confidence, security and quality. 
MEGA ISQ II also facilitates communications between
surgeon and prosthodontist, as well as among different 
clinics.

Obtaining an exact measurement of an implant stability 
using the MEGA ISQ II is a completely non-invasive 
procedure. It can normally be performed in a few seconds. 
An experimentation shows that patients find it both 
comfortable and reassuring.

A failed treatment results the patient to suffer and 
considerable costs for both the patient and the dentist. 
A precise and reliable diagnostics tool like MEGA ISQ II 
reduces the risk of failure. 

AnyRidge® fixtures do not depend on the cortical bone for 
initial stability. Decreased stress on the cortical bone helps 
to prevent stress on the cortical bone helps to prevent a 
bone resorption following fixture placement.

High initial stability (ISQ values 70 and above) tends not 
to increase with time even if the high mechanical stability 
will decrease and to be replaced by a developed biological 
stability. Lower initial stability will normally increase with 
time due to the lower mechanical stability being enforced 
by the bone remodeling process (osseointegration). Values 
such as ISQ 55 or lower should be taken as a warning sign 
and actions to improve the stability might be considered 
(larger implant diameter, prolonged healing time etc.)*

– 587586
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4. Perfect Matching Comparison of ISQ value trend 
(Internal research data)

Instrument » Ⅰ. MEGA ISQ

• Round faced and thin thread design
- Less insertion torque
- Excellent initial stabilization
- Resistance to compressive force
- Minimal shear force creation
- Higher BIC

• Innovative KnifeThread design and
accurate diagnostic
AnyRidge® fixtures do not depend on the 
cortical bone for initial stability. Decreased 
stress on the cortical bone helps to prevent 
a bone resorption following fixture place-
ment. Thanks to the AnyRidge®’s unique 
knife thread and super self-tapping design, 
better initial stability can be attained in any 
compromised bone situation. It offers pro-
gressive bone condensing, ridge expansion, 
maximized compressive force resistance 
and minimized shear force production.
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Instrument » Ⅰ. MEGA ISQ

• Round faced and thin thread design
- Less insertion torque
- Excellent initial stabilization
- Resistance to compressive force
- Minimal shear force creation
- Higher BIC

• Innovative KnifeThread design and
accurate diagnostic
AnyRidge® fixtures do not depend on the 
cortical bone for initial stability. Decreased 
stress on the cortical bone helps to prevent 
a bone resorption following fixture place-
ment. Thanks to the AnyRidge®’s unique 
knife thread and super self-tapping design, 
better initial stability can be attained in any 
compromised bone situation. It offers pro-
gressive bone condensing, ridge expansion, 
maximized compressive force resistance 
and minimized shear force production.

Instrument & Material – 587586

6. Stability Development
    in Different Bone Quality
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Implant stability (ISQ)

Bone quality 1
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5. Comfortable, Fast, Easy

Instrument » Ⅰ. MEGA ISQ

Obtaining an exact measurement of an implant stability using the MEGA ISQ is a completely 
non-invasive procedure. It can normally be performed in a few seconds. An experimentation 
shows that patients find it both comfortable and reassuring.

1. The SmartPeg is attached to an implant. It screws into the implant’s inside thread effortlessly.
2. The hand-held probe stimulates the SmartPeg magnetically, without actually being connected 

to it – or even touching it.
3. An ISQ value is generated and shown on the display. It reflects the level of stability on the 
    universal ISQ scale – from 1 to 100. The higher the ISQ value, the more stable the implant.

The SmartPeg is a small, precision-crafted metal rod that should be assembled with the im-
plant (or abutment) while a measurement is being performed. It’s easy to mount and requires 
minimal space in the patient’s mouth. It is for a single-use and delivered in sterile boxes of five 
units. In non-homogenous bone, the SmartPeg automatically resonates in two perpendicular 
directions – thus providing a correct value for the highest as well as the lowest stability direc-
tion of the implant. 

High initial stability (ISQ values 70 and 
above) tends not to increase with time even 
if the high mechanical stability will decrease 
and to be replaced by a developed biologi-
cal stability. Lower initial stability will normally 
increase with time due to the lower mechani-
cal stability being enforced by the bone re-
modeling process (osseointegration). Values 
such as ISQ 55 or lower should be taken as 
a warning sign and actions to improve the 
stability might be considered (larger implant 
diameter, prolonged healing time etc.)*
* Implant stability measurements using Resonance Fre-
quency Analysis.
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the SmartPeg without touching it. A sound indicates 
when measurement has started and the value will be 
shown in the upper display combined with a colored 
light indication below the instrument tip.

Bring the instrument out of the mouth to clearly
read the ISQ value and the colored indication. The
measured ISQ values will be displayed in the upper
display for a couple of seconds and then switch
to indicate ready for measurement in mesial-distal
direction.
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Activate the Osstell Beacon by picking it up then 
place a barrier sleeve over the instrument. 

The instrument will start-up and be ready for 
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La scelta essenziale per la tua
soddisfazione nel carico implantare

1. Decisione di caricamento ottimale 2. Avvisi tempestivi - Prevenzione

3. Garanzia di qualità

5. Confortevole, veloce, facile 6. La stabilità nelle diverse qualità ossee

4. Abbinamento perfetto

Il sistema MEGA ISQ II™ rende più facile per i dentisti decidere 
quando è il momento ottimale per caricare gli impianti. Nella 
decisione sono coinvolti diversi parametri clinici chiave e 
fattori di rischio, la maggior parte dei quali sono correlati 
alla stabilità dell’impianto. Misurazioni accurate forniscono 
quindi preziose informazioni diagnostiche che aiutano a 
garantire trattamenti di successo.

Perché MEGA ISQ II™ aiutando il dentista a decidere ed 
evitare problemi in situazioni ad alto rischio, diventa un 
sistema di garanzia della qualità per lo studio. La maggior 
parte dei pazienti può comprendere intuitivamente le misure 
di stabilità, ciò aumenta il loro senso di fiducia, sicurezza e
qualità. MEGA ISQ II™ facilita anche le comunicazioni tra 
chirurgo e protesista.

Ottenere una misurazione esatta della stabilità di un impianto 
utilizzando MEGA ISQ II™ è completamente non invasivo. 
Normalmente può essere eseguita in pochi secondi.
Una sperimentazione dimostra che i pazienti lo trovano 
confortevole e rassicurante.

Una stabilità iniziale elevata (valori ISQ 70 e superiori) tende 
a non aumentare nel tempo. Una stabilità iniziale inferiore 
normalmente aumenta nel tempo grazie al processo di 
rimodellamento osseo (osteointegrazione). Valori come ISQ 
55 o inferiore dovrebbero essere considerati un segnale di
avvertimento e potrebbero essere prese in considerazione 
azioni per migliorare la stabilità (diametro dell’impianto 
maggiore, tempo di guarigione prolungato ecc.) *

La stabilità primaria degli impianti AnyRidge® non dipende 
dall’osso corticale. La diminuzione dello stress sull’osso 
corticale aiuta a prevenire il riassorbimento osseo dopo il 
posizionamento dell’impianto.

Il fallimento del piano di trattamento fa sì che il paziente 
soffra ed è causa di un aumento dei costi sia per lui che per il 
clinico. Uno strumento diagnostico preciso e affidabile come
MEGA ISQ II™ riduce il rischio di fallimento.

Sophisticated design

Excellent portability (Pocket Size )

Convenient usability (Wireless)

Strong durability

www.imegagen.com

Save the life with the traffic signal

Safe device for implant treatments
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light indication below the instrument tip.
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measured ISQ values will be displayed in the upper
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™Attivare MEGA ISQ II sollevandolo, poi 
posizionare la guaina protettiva.
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in direzione BL (Buccale - Linguale).
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strumento. 
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I valori ISQ misurati verranno visualizzati per un paio di 
secondi, quindi cambieranno per indicare che è pronto 
per la misurazione in direzione mesiale-distale.
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Collegare un nuovo SmartPeg all’impianto avvitando 
con lo SmartPeg Mount utilizzando la forza delle dita 
a circa 4-6 Ncm.
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